[Motor learning with the minimal involvement of visual afferentation].
Amongst motor control and learning models, "A Cerebellar Model of Timing and Prediction" of A. Barto and J. Houk is the most interesting and physiologically well-grounded. Developing D. Marr's "The Theory of Cerebellar Cortex", this model proposed the important role in motor learning of the ability of Purkinje cells to change their activity level by the dendritic bistability mechanism. The aim of this investigation was to verify this idea in experiments with human learning of precise elbow flexion. The unsupervisual method of learning was used in order to guarantee the principal role of proprioception in training. The experiments were carried out in darkness to exclude the vision control. Subjects were asked to perform a precise horizontal elbow flexion as fast as possible and repeat this action from 30 to 50 times up to the point of complete movement acquisition (stable movement with the error in the range of 5% of a given flexion amplitude). The target point (a given angle of the horizontal elbow flexion) was not presented to the subjects in advance. Reaching the target point was indicated by a short light flash. During training, subjects learned to hit target point with the given precision. Kinematic characteristics of the movement (time change of elbow flexion angle, velocity, and acceleration) together with EMG of the flexor and extensor were recorded. The obtained results were in good agreement with J. Houk and A. Barto's hypothesis. Analysis of changes in the kinematic characteristics in the course of training revealed an asymmetric velocity profile and a fragmentary shape of acceleration profile at the beginning of learning. In the course of training, the acceleration profile transformed into biphasic curve with a single change in polarity. Thus, it acquired a characteristic shape of a plateau. Correspondingly, to the end of training, the character of the asymmetry of the velocity profile changed. No correlation was observed between the velocity parameters and movement precision. These features essentially distinguish the motor reactions under study from the common visuomotor coordinations. It is suggested that the amplitude and duration of the acceleration plateau reflect the intensity and time of inhibition of the descending activity of Purkinje cells as a result of bistability (in accordance with Houk and Barto's hypothesis).